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ABSTRACTFourier Transforms have been available for PureData for along time. However they have never been applied to pixels,not ounting the possibility that someone onverted an im-age to sound in order to use [�t~℄ on it, whih is fastidiousand is still just a one-dimensional transform. This paper ex-poses the possibilities of using Fourier Transforms on wholeimages and on sequenes of them that enables a new paletteof e�ets that omes mostly from the many variations on thetheme of applying the Convolution Theorem. These e�etsan be applied on realtime video, provided that the videostream uses su�iently little bandwidth. This paper oversimplementation issues both at generi and pd-spei� levelsand overs various e�ets that an be made using the [#�t℄objet lass.
1. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

1.1 Number FieldTo use Fourier methods, one needs a vetor spae, andto have a vetor spae, one needs a number �eld1, suh asthe Real numbers, the Algebrai numbers, or the Rationalnumbers. For use with omputers, true number �elds areunwieldy, so approximations are in use, suh as �oating-point and �xed-point2. Fixed-point doesn't go well withFourier methods, beause Fourier omponents usually havevalues at muh varying sales. However, video is usuallyall done in �xed-point, even in PureData and even thoughPureData is that muh �oating-point-oriented and that little�xed-point-oriented. Both GEM and PDP are devoid of any�oating-point image formats, and even though GridFlow hassupported �oating-point images for over 4 years, little hasbeen done using that feature.1Frenh orps, German körper2a number systemmade of frations with �xed denominator;this is ompletely unrelated to iterative numerial methods,unlike the other meaning of the same word.
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Naturally, there's an inentive towards �nding a way toadapt FFT to �xed-point. One way is to use a high-preision�xed point, whih allows for high-amplitude low-frequenyomponents without lipping, and low-amplitude high-frequenyomponents without muh quantization. Another way toompensate is to sale FFT omponents aording to theirfrequeny, just like how the energy of a sound has to do withthe speed of the speaker membrane rather than its position,so in a typial blend of bass and treble meant to be heard,treble will operate on a muh smaller sale of speaker posi-tions. This an be done either by multiplying eah ompo-nent by its frequeny, or by applying FFT on the derivativeof the signal instead of the signal itself, but a lot of arehas to be put into balaning quantization and the risk ofover�ow. No matter how it's done, a speial ase has to bemade for frequeny 0 (DC).Fortunately, it is now possible to onsider using �oating-point for all video omputations, given how fast �oatingpoint is in modern proessors, if one is willing to aept96 bits-per-pixel. GridFlow already defaults to that datarate (using integers instead), so from that perspetive, mak-ing the jump towards �oating-point is not a matter of RAMbandwidth. The FFTW3 library is used by reent versionsof GridFlow to provide [#�t℄, PureData's only image-basedFFT.Note that all integer-based number �elds that are not ap-proximative wouldn't work with this kind of problem be-ause they rely on modulo arithmeti, whih introdues num-ber relationships that have nothing to do with what we aretrying to model.
1.2 Algebraic ExtensionFourier Theory is more understandable using Complexnumbers than non-Complex numbers, beause introduingthe onept of square root of negative numbers reveals hid-den relationships between onepts that seem very di�er-ent in non-Complex numbers, making Complex mathemat-is less omplex than non-Complex mathematis in some re-spets (but saying this doesn't make people any less saredof Complex numbers). However, there are some new om-plexities introdued by them.A Complex number needs to be represented by a pairof non-Complex numbers, usually alled �real� and �imagi-nary�, whih in the ontext of Fourier omponents, may bealled �osine� and �sine� instead (respetively). This dual-ity has to be implemented in some way in PureData. Forthe built-in [�t~℄, this is done using two signals. If [�t~℄gets a single signal, the positive and negative frequenieswill mirror eah other in a redundant way. Beause of this,



there are [r�t~℄ and [ri�t~℄ whih skip over the redundantproessing at the level of FFT itself, but à priori the in-tervening frequeny-domain objets don't know about thesituation and so an't get any faster. To really eliminateall work done beause of negative frequenies, [r�t~℄ and[ri�t~℄ would have to support two di�erent sample rates atthe same time, or else �nd a way to merge both signals to-gether (but those merged signals would only be realistiallyproessable by new speial objets designed to work withthem). So maybe we have to aept this as a fat of life andjust get used to always proess signals in pairs or waste halfof operations on zeroes getting disarded.For grids, however, the equivalent of sample rate an getas variable as desired, and so an the logial organisation ofdata. A �real� FFT ould be performed on a grid of size 256by 256 by 3, outputting a pair of grids of size 256 by 128 by3, where the dupliate frequenies have been removed (In2-D, still only half of the values are wasted, whih is whyI'm not suggesting 128 by 128). In pratie this is furtherompliated by the fat that DC and Nyquist don't reallybelong in the same bin (in 2-D, a olumn of bins), apart frombeing the two omponents of a omplex FFT that don't havea sine part. If they were put in the same bin, one of themwould have to pretend to be a sine. Due to this exlusionpriniple, 256 by 129 would be more appropriate, and if wewanted muh alignment, 256 by 136 would be appropriate(and so would be 129 by 256).For [#�t℄, I have deided to use a single grid instead oftwo. This turns out to be useful for avoiding proedures ofinterleaving and deinterleaving required by algorithms thatwant data in an interleaved fashion. Beause of the order ofdimensions, this grid's size an't be 2 by 256 by 256 by 3, ithas to be 256 by 256 by 3 by 2 beause the interleaving hap-pens in the last dimension. Here, the 3 by 2 may be thoughtof as eah hannel of a bin having two subhannels (e.g. o-sine green vs sine green); it may also be thought of as having6 hannels, and indeed it's sometimes useful to ast this to256 by 256 by 6. I have avoided writing [#r�t℄ and [#ri�t℄on the grounds that this optimisation would be premature,just like eliminating dupliate frequenies would also be pre-mature. So far, the best use of resoures with minimum om-plexity is to [#redim℄ so that a 4-hannel system beomes a2-by-2-hannel system, wherever the frequeny-domain op-erations don't need the hannels to be absolutely separate(e.g. uses of the Convolution Theorem).
1.3 Vector SpaceAfter Complex numbers have been aepted, a vetor spaeneeds to be made using them. There is a need to deal withthe fat that we have several pixels and that they are go-ing to be onverted into frequeny bins. Complex numbersare taken to be the salar �eld whih is raised (by artesianprodut) to a power equal to the number of dimensions,whih in the ase of sound is the blok size. Here a dimen-sion is synonymous with a degree of freedom. In the ase ofa single image, the number of dimensions is the number ofpixels, but that is not all that is determining the strutureof the vetor spae: the way that the FFT applies itself onthe dimensions depends of relationships between the dimen-sions. In this ase, the dimensions are organised in rows,olumns and hannels; that organisation ould be alled thedimensions of dimensions. The two-dimensional FFT soughtafter is atually a pair of FFT, one of whih is along rows

and the other is along olumns. Eah of those an be seenas many smaller FFT that operate on salar omponents, oras one huge FFT that operates on large vetor omponents(whole rows and whole olumns of pixels).3In a 2-D FFT, the onept of frequeny is somewhat dif-ferent, beause frequeny itself beomes �vetorial�4. A fre-queny is then a pair of a row frequeny with a olumnfrequeny, the latter two being integers. For instane, thereis one partiular bin for a piture of size (240 320) representsthe harmoni that has frequeny (40 64), meaning that itsrow frequeny is 40 yles per 240 pixels (one sixth of ayle/pixel) and its olumn frequeny is 64 yles per 320pixels (one �fth of a yle/pixel). It is possible to talk aboutdiagonal frequenies and the angles of frequenies, but thepreision and relevane of this onept is limited when thenumber of possible frequenies is �nite: the pixel grid, aka�square lattie�, is obviously not rotation independent, ex-ept at right angles, else no-one would ever need anti-aliasingof diagonal lines.FFT tends to be fastest when the number of bins fatorizeswell. The lassi algorithm works in an amount of timeroughly proportional to the sum of the prime fators of thenumber of bins (repeated fators inluded). This enouragesthe number of bins to be a power of two. PureData's FFTworks only on powers of two, but when it's time to do FFTon images, without any spatial blok size (unlike JPEG,whih has a 8-by-8 blok size), then there's a serious needfor padding before starting to do anything with power-of-twosizes, and if wanting to work in wrap-around oordinates,it's just impossible to pad. This means that non-power-of-two FFT has to be supported. Fortunately, FFTW does,for small prime fators (nowadays there exist variants ofFFT for larger prime fators but they are not neessaryhere, as already enough possible widths are possible withsmall primes, even onsidering the additional restritionsthat FFTW puts on this and that I'm not explaining).There is never any FFT done along the hannels dimen-sion, beause it's almost always useless to do that. For it tomake sense, there has to be many hannels and they haveto form a �nite ring in some intuitive way (but let's not getinto that...).There is rarely any FFT done along the time dimension.That dimension is usually not apparent in GridFlow beauseeah image is a separate grid, but grid transmissions may bereframed using [#import℄ as a very large grid with a timedimension. FFT along the video time dimension faes thesame problems as sound does, but in slow motion (and thusmuh more notieably) beause (among other reasons) thesample rate is over a thousand times lower. MPEG doesn'tdo any FFT along the time dimension. Currently, [#�t℄doesn't support the time dimension.
2. APPLICATIONS3This is said onsidering that a struture like a matrix or atensor or a grid is in the end a vetor, when seen by plainvetor operations. Other things, like matrix produt and theEinstein notation, use the organisation of dimensions whereplain vetor operations don't.4Not in the exat sense of Linear Algebra, beause indiesdon't usually form a �eld, and we don't want them to, andthat's perfet beause we don't need a true vetor spae aslong as we don't need a well-de�ned exat division operator.



2.1 Fast ConvolutionsThere exist fast onvolution algorithms for speial on-volution kernels. For example, a 15-by-15 square blur maybe deomposed into the equivalent ombination of a 15-by-1retangle blur and a 1-by-15 retangle blur. Another exam-ple: a blur with kernel (1 2 3 4 5 4 3 2 1) an be deomposedinto two idential blurs with kernel (1 1 1 1 1). Deompo-sition doesn't have to be by omposition: if a kernel is (12 3 4 99 4 3 2 1) it an be deomposed as a sum of (94)and the previous kernel. However, it's not so easy to �gureout an e�ient deomposition. They're normally devised byhuman intervention and only for speial ases.There are several ways to apply large retangle blurs inthe same time that small ones an be applied. Kernels thathave lots of zeroes an be partially optimised out (whihGridFlow does but the others don't). There are plenty oftriks and they still work only for partiular kernel patterns.FFT an be used to ompute onvolutions with any ker-nel in the same amount of time. The kernel has to be zero-padded so that it is as big as the piture itself. Typially, ifyou are onvolving with a 15x15 kernel the ordinary way, it'spossible that three FFTs and a Complex produt togetherare faster than that. It's also possible with something assmall as a 11x11 kernel. The threshold at whih FFT be-omes more e�ient than dumb onvolution, is somethingthat depends on the speed of both, but suh a thresholdalways exist.Fast onvolution means the ability to make impressivelarge-sale blurs. Generally speaking, a blur is a low-pass �l-ter. It an also be used for making edge-detetion, whih ishigh-pass �lter, but it's less useful at that, beause edge-detetion tends to involve only very small areas so theyonly need very small kernels anyway, and then they usuallyneed onversion bak to spae-domain beause of non-linearoperations that have to be done on them afterwards. Forexample, in omputing a polar Sobel, one has to omputethe magnitude from the loal horizontal and vertial ripplesaround every pixel position: this is a spae-domain opera-tion. If we multiply the horizontal ripples with themselvesfrom a spae-domain point of view, but the data is in spatial-frequeny-domain, then a mirror image of the usual Con-volution Theorem applies, and so this operation is equiva-lent to onvolving that spetrum with itself, whih so abom-inably slow that it an only mean that the spetrum shouldbe onverted bak to spae-domain.
2.2 Notch Filter DesignCameras are subjet to eletromagneti interferene dueto unsu�ient (or ompletely absent) shielding in their sen-sor. Images sanned from magazines may show moiré e�etsdue to interferene between the pixel grid and the grid of thedithering. In both ases the image an be smoothed usinga noth �lter, supposing that the piture does not featurepatterns that oïnide with the interferene in terms of fre-quenies (inluding the diretions of the ripples).In 2-D, nothes may be more omplex than just intervals.There are many moral equivalents of intervals:

• retangle-shaped holes (artesian produts of intervals)and rhombus-shaped holes (a sheared retangle hole)
• a disk-shaped hole (all points within a ertain radiusof a point) or an ellipti hole (a sheared disk made byslightly hanging the de�nition of distane). This is

what the Q-fator orresponds to in 2-D. In the aseof the irle, the Q-fator is still a single number, forfor the ellipse the Q-fator is a matrix.
• a irular band entered at the origin, in whih aseit is an anisotropi noth �lter, whih is a 1-D �lterradially onverted to 2-D.
• some in�nite band with straight parallel borders, inwhih ase it's a 1-D �lter linearly aligned in a spei�diretion.
• a more speial 1-D �lter is the one that �lters out someangles. This is an in�nite-size paman. A �nite-sizepaman is a low-pass �lter and an angle-noth-�lter atone.To eah of those �lters, as usual, orresponds some a kindof noise that this �lter is good at getting rid of.In eah ase, the noth should be dupliated rotated 180degrees around the origin. This is the same as making adouble re�etion, one along the x and one along the y.

2.3 DeconvolutionJust like onvolution is a multipliation of spetra, de-onvolution is division of spetra. Proper deonvolution ishard to do. First the kernel has to be invertible. This an beheked by looking at the spetrum of the kernel: it must notontain any zeroes, but even then, it must not ontain val-ues lose to zero, else quantization e�ets will be extremelyapparent. Quantization e�ets in general very quikly killhopes of doing deonvolution the simple way.
2.4 SemiconvolutionIt is possible to �nd whih are the kernels that when ap-plied twie have the same e�et a given kernel. This an bedone by Complex square root, whih an be done as divi-sion by 2 in the log domain or the epstrum. Other fra-tional onvolutions may be performed too, by using otheronstants.
2.5 CrosscorrelationA kind of similarity omparison may be done by superim-posing the images in all possible ways, eah time measuringthe brightness of the two multiplied images. This is doneby onvolving an image with a mirror of the other image.That mirror is atually a double mirroring (both x and y)so it's again the same as a 180-degree rotation. The impaton the spetrum is to hange the sign of the sine ompo-nents (onjugation). Cross-orrelation of an image with it-self is alled autoorrelation; it detets self-similarity in animage. Beause this is a similarity of translation only (andnot rotation nor saling) it will detet only the periods anddiretions of periodi patterns, and not of other patterns.I use rossorrelation to detet and measure motion of theamera (or of the whole senery) in terms of distanes anddiretion (whih is muh di�erent from other things that arealled �motion detetion� in GridFlow).
2.6 Fourier InterpolationA spetrum may be extended using zeroes so that it be-omes the spetrum of a bigger image. Then an inverse FFTwill yield that bigger image, whih will be exatly band-limited, unlike all other interpolation methods. This isn't



neessarily the most desirable, as di�ration patterns ap-pear around any sharp edges in the image (this is alledthe Gibbs phenomenon in math, but it's equivalent to thedi�ration patterns that are observed in physis).
2.7 Spectrum of common convolution kernelsUsing a single Fourier transform, one an �nd the spe-trum of that kernel in the ontext of a ertain size of im-age (eah size will yield a di�erent spetrum). This anhelp understanding ommon FIR �lters in FFT terms. Hereare some examples. A retangle blur is a low-pass �lterthat has a di�ration pattern in its spetrum (for retan-gle sizes above 2). Binomial blurs have oe�ients (1 1) orare made by omposing those oe�ients with themselves,e�etively yielding rows from Pasal's triangle; those blurshave no di�ration patterns in their spetra, hene they are�smoother� in some way. The (-1 2 -1) kernel is an edge de-tetor, that is, a high-pass �lter. Kernels that are symmetri(palindromi) do not introdue any �phase delay� (that is,the phase delay is either 0 or pi). Phase delay has to beunderstood in image terms, whih is that the ontents of animage appear to have moved in a spei� diretion and fora spei� distane when the �lter is applied.


